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Dynamic Response of Raw and Stabilized Oklahoma

Shales

SUBOÞH KUMAB ANDJOAKIM G. LAGUROS

The results of a laboratoÌy study of the combined effects of s¡mulated cl¡mate-
and traffic-induced stresses on raw and l¡me-stab¡l¡zed Oklahoma shales are re-
ported. Samples were compacted to near max¡rnum dens¡ty at optimum mo¡s-
ture content. They were first exposed to wet-dry cycles and were then sub-

¡ected 1o cyclic loading, which was increased ¡n discrete magnitudes. Lime ad-
d¡tions to the shale varied between 1 and 6 percent, and the number of wet-
dry cycles varied from 5 to 50. The behav¡or of the samples was observed in a

"humid" as well as a "dry" state. Response to loading was determ¡ned by
means of the split-tensile-strength technigue, in which diametral strain was

measured for the first 100 cycles for var¡ous loads and load frequenc¡es, Graphs
for diametral strain prov¡ded more meaningful information than those for
stresses along the hor¡zontal or vert¡cal diameter and are thus considered relia.
ble pred¡ctors of dynamic shale behavior. Generally, for a given load and fre-
quency, the stra¡ns increased monotonically with number of load applications.
The effect of increasing the frequency w¡thout varying the load was found to
be insignificant except when crack format¡on had already begun, in whic*r
case diametral strain increased with increasing frequency under the same load.
ln view of the various comb¡nations of test parameters cons¡dered. the re-
sponse of the shales can be explained in terms of the lime.clay reaction. Shales
that conta¡ned large amounts of clay showed reduced diametral strain and
brittle characterist¡cs when only 1 percent lime was added. ln shales with a

low clay content, however, no beneficial effect on deformat¡on was evident
until the l¡me admixture reached 6 percent. The effect of wet-dry cycles on
samples in the hum¡d state was insignificant, but there was a noticeable effect
on samples ¡n the dry state.

In oklahoma, shales are extensivêIy used in highway
construction, primarily as subgrade and e¡nbanknent
material. Frequently, they have to be upgraded and
modified by lime stabilization to increase their
stability and durability. Thus, it becomes impera-
tive to assess their suitability for the intended
purpose.

Studies have ¿lemonstrated that the structure of a

soil mass is affected by the degree of compaction
and moisture content (I) and that it is further af-
fected by traffíc patterns and loca1 environmentaL
features (2).

At small frequency and magnitude of rePeated
stress, the soil shows high plasticity; when fre-
quency and level of stress increase, the behavior
beco¡nes progressivêIy more elastic (3,4). At higher
stresses, however, the effect of load repetition is
completely lost. Pretorius and Monis¡nith (5) nea-
sured tensile and compressive strains fro¡n flexural
tests made on soil-cenent bea¡ns and observed that
the strain remained constant over a large number of
stress applications, after which the rate of change
in strain began to increase. Once the strain rate
started to increaser it did so at an increasing rate
until rupture occurred. Pretorius and Monisnith
further observed that the specinen clid not fail even
after I 000 000 applications of load and exhibited a

constant strain output during the entire test. When

the specirnen failed under a higher stress, the
stress history re¡nained essentiaÌIy unchanged and
the effèct of previously induced damage was conpara-
tively insignificant. In the experiments conclucted
on clays by Larew and Leonards (6), for the fre-
quency range of 1-20 applications,/min (APM) ' the
specimen deformation depended on the number of
stress applications but was independent of the fre-
quency of application, provided the saturation was
not too high. Most of the repeated-Ioad tests' hovr-
êVêEr wêxê conducted under essentially a constant
load cycle. This is greatly at variance with actual
field conditions.

rn a Iayer of a subgrade material subjected to a
load traveling on the pavenentr the area j-runedi-
ately below the load is conpressed while the areas
in front of and behind the load undergo tension. on
the underside of the layer, the strain pattern is
just the opposite. Rather than a small conpressive
strain¡ a relatively Iarge tensile strain develops
at Èhe underside of the layer, and it is fro¡n this
side, rnost probably, that crack formation initiates
(7). Thus, in the desígn of subgrades, if one takes
into account thê action of the traffic loading, the
tension parameters appear to be critical. These
parameters can be ¡neasured in thê laboratory by
using either the flexure test or the split tensile
test. Carniero and Barcellos (8) found a sígnifi-
cant correlation between the tensile and conpressive
strengths of concrete. Metcalf and Frydman (9) have
shown a si¡nilar correlation for stabilized soíIs.

The specimens in the split tensile test display a
fairly well-defined surface failure thåt is locatèd
in the neighborhood of the vertical diametral
plane. Expressions for determining the stress dis-
tribution along the horizontal and verticat dian-
eters have been given by Timoshenko and Goodier
(10), Frocht (11), and Pettier (t2). To account for
the ¿leformatíon during the split tensile test, Kumar
and others (f!.) have presented expressions that re-
Iate various stress distributions to diametraL
strain. Inasmuch as the repeated l-oadings used in
the split tènsile test appear to simulate fietd
conditions nore accurately, this method was adoptèd
in a study undertaken to evaluate the effects of
weathering and repeated loading on rav¡ and lime-sta-
bilized Oklahona shales.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Shale Characteristics

Four shales that vary mineralogically were selectêd
from four different regions in Oklahoma and were
stabilizecl (treâted) wiÈh 1i¡ne IU.S. Pharmacopeia
Ca (OH) 2l in a¡nounts from 0 to 6 percent based on
previous experience (14-Àq). The shale properties
are given in Table I (!Z). The shales were puI-
verized to pass the no. 10 sieve. The shales and
their stabilized counterparts r4'ere then compacted
statically, at a I000-1b 1oad, to maximum dry den-
sity at optinum moisture content as determined in
accordance with AÀSHTO T-99-70. The specimens were
I.35 in in dia¡neter and 2.95 ín in height, which
gives an aspect ratio greater than 2.

Wet-Dry Cvcles

The compacted sanples were left for eguilibration in
a humidifier for seven days and were then subjected
to the required number of wet-dry cycles. Based on
the infor¡nation provided by Laguros (!X) for wet-dry
cycles in oklahoma' the numbers of cycles chosen for
this study were 0, 5, 15, 30r and 50. The inbibing
of $rater by the samples resulted in their destruc-
tion; therefore, wetting incluiled placing the sam-
ples in a 100 percent relative humidity atmosphere
at 72oE foÊ 24 h. Drying was achieved by placing
the sanples in an oven at I40oF for l-2 h. HaIf of
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Table 1. Properties of four shales studied.

Shale 1 3 Shalel5 Shale2l .Shale24
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Figure 3. Detailed view of sample under test,

the specimens were in a rhunid" state at the tine of
Ioad testingr ånd the other half were "dry". The
distribution of vrater vrithin the sample cross sec-
tion was not deternined.

Repetítive Loadínqs

The equipment usecl for the application of repetitive
'loads is shovrn in Figure 1. It is capable of apply-
ing a naxlmum load of L250 lb at discrete frequen-
cies ranging f.tom 2.4 to l-20 cycles/rnin. The dwel-l
tine coul¿l be varied continuously from 0.05 to 10
s. In view of the total setup and its lirnitations,
a dwell time of I s was chosen. The frequencies of
load application chosen vrere 6,12,24, and 40
applications/¡nin, and the loads were 40r 80, LzO,
and 160 lb.

The tests on the samples were essentialty multi-
stage tests that followed the work of Silver ând
Park (19) i the lowest load was applied first, start-
ing with the lowest frequency. After 100 applica-
tions of load, the ffequency was increased and the
loail was kept constant. After all four frequencies
had been used, the load was increased to the next
higher value and the procealure vlas repeate¿l until
failure occurred. During loacl and frequency adjust-
¡nents, the machine was stopped. The upper limit of
Ioad application was 160 Ib at 24 applications/rnin.

For a given load and load frequency, the only
parameter ¡neasured was diarnetral strain (see Figures
2 and 3) . As lre point out elsewhere ($) , the
stresses at any point within the sânple body are de-
pendent on dia¡netral defornation and load, and di-
anetral strain was established as a dependable
failure criterion.

FAILURE CRITERIÀ

In the graphs for diametral strain versus fre-
quency/Ioail shovrn in Figure 4, three zones can be
i denti fied:

l. The inÍtial zone is limited to the first 50
cycles of the lowest (40-1b) Ioad applied ãt 6 ap-
plications/nin. It was during this stage that the
seating of the sample occurred, and that, in certain
cases, seems to have caused appreciable sarnple dis-
turbance.

2. The intermediate zone lies between the íni-
tial and the failure zones.

Property

County of origin Mccurtai¡
Physiographic region Red River

Geologic unit Washita
Grain size (%)
silt
Clay

5pm
<2ltmu

Volume changeb (%)
AASHTO classification
Clay minerals (/o)
Chlorite
Itlife
Kaolinite
Montmorillonite
Mixed-layer montmor-
illonite-illite

Other minerals

Leflore Stephens Mclntosh
Quachita Red Bed Prairie
Mountain Plains Plains

Stanley Claypool Senora

9494435

59
48
10.3
A-7-6

ll
_tn

Quartz

18
14
0.2
A-1-b

22
38
40

39 23
25 t4
6.8 4.4

^-6 
A-4

6-
15 68
-28
224
57

Quartz, Quartz, Quartz,
feldspar feldspar feldspar

alncluded in <5!m frâction.
bDetermined by us¡ng So¡ttest C-29O volume-change appâratus and âssociated melhod.

Figwe 2, Arrangement of load cell and d¡splacement strain gage during test¡ng.

Figure 1. Equipment for cyclic split.tensilestrength test.
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3. The failure zone is the zone in which exten-
sive cracking developed and failure of the sanple
occurred.

A number of speci¡nens showed less than the nini-
mu¡n measurable strength in that they broke at the
first i¡npact. For others' the initial and failure
zones were the same (see curve A in Figure 5). It
was hard to determine the value of the failure
diarnetral strain for such specimens. rn some in-
stances, the initial zone was imnediatèly followed
by the failure zone (curve B) . Some sanPles t
especially those in a ¿lry state, did not fail within
the range of testing (curve C). For such sanples
there ís no failure zone. In general, however' for
nost of the samples the three zones could be
identified.

whenever there was an identifiable interrnecliate
zone, failure was taken at the last "bending point"
(see Figure 6) before rupture of the sa¡npLe took
place. In the case of the failed specimens, it was
observeil that the dia¡netral strain haal increased
more than 0.25 percent over a 50-cycle period.
Thus, this val-ue was also accepted as a critelion
for failure.

OBSERVATIONS

Even after one wet-dry cycle, the moisture contents
of the samples fel1 below their optirnun moisture
contents. The nend-of-cycle" moisture contents were
not nuch different for a given shale and its lime
ad¡nixtures (see Table 2). on drying, some sa¡nples
showed cracks. The cracking vras less apparent for
the sa¡nples stabilized rvith líme. In fact, for

Figure 4. Zones in d¡ametral stra¡n.
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þ-lntermediate Zon€- t
tl

F¡eq uency/ Load

Figure 5, Typical diametral-strain curves.
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I
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Figure 6. ldentificat¡on of bending points ¡n d¡ametral strain.

Bendlns Po¡nt
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those that contained 4 percent or tnore liner it was
not detectable.

Effect of Load and Load Application

The data collected for samples in the dry conditÍon
that withstoo¿l all four loads anil al1 four frequen-
cies of testing are given in Table 3. Even with the

Table 2. Optimum averaç molding.

Amount Optimum
Shale of Lime Moisture
Number (%) Conlent(7o)

Average
Molding
Moisture
Content (%)

End-of-Cycle Moisture
Content (%)

Humida,b Dryu

13

15

0
1

2
4
6

0
I
2
4
6

0
I
2
4
6

0
I
2
4
6

1.8
1.4
1.',l

1.9
2.5

1.1
1.0
1.6
1.5
1.3

2.3
¿-t
2.2
2.0
2.0

18.3
21.6
2t.6
21.6
22.8

13.2
t5.2
16.1
16.3
16.6

21.5
24.0
25.5
25.8
25.3

I 8.0
18.2
20.0
20.2
2t.5

18.7
22.0
21.9
21.6
22.5

14.1
16.0
16.9
17.2
t7.4

21.8
24.4
25.9
a< o

25.2

18.0
18.4
19.2
20.5
21.0

9.3
9.3
oa
9.2

10.7

5.4
4.5
5.5
6.2
6.8

1t.4
1 1.0
10.4
10."1

1 1.0

6.1
7.1
6.7
7.7
'7.9

24 0.8
1.0
0.8
1.1
0.8

.E
c
v,

d

o
E
.g
ô

a State of specimen at time of testing'
bDoes not include samples in humid state not subjected to al least one dry¡ng.

Table 3. Effect of load on diametral stra¡n of some shale and shale-lime
samples in the dry cond¡tion.

Diâmetral Strain (x l0-4)
Amount No. of

Shale of Lime Wet-Dry
Number (%) Cycles

40-lb 80-lb 120-lb 160-lb
Load Load Load Load

13 0
30

50

0

l5
30

50
0

50
0
0

4
6

2501325
t2 13 25 12
0131338
0121224
0111224

121300
00013

1237370
00013
0 0 12 13

12 t2 t3 12
o123712

t2 12 12 12
12t2025
o12012
012350

24 24 25 t2

25 t2 t2 25
0132838

12 13 25 t2
02537t2

12 24 24 t2
t212036
3712037
13 38 13 13

001236
13 24 49 49
036t20
o12024
00033
o121225
0121225
024t212

.E
o
U'

I!-

c)
E
.gô

,E(!

at

E
(,
E
,Eo

21 00
15

30

50

2400
l5

30

50

Frequency/Load
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Figure 7. General relat¡on between d¡ametral strain and load.

80 120

Load, LB.

v¡ide variation in strain vãIues, it could be stated
that, generally¡ the greater the load, the greater
was the diametral strain (see Figure 7). The dif-
ference betr,reen the 80-tb and the 120-1b values is
very smal1 and appears to be attributabl-e to the
fact that most of the bending points are located
within this range.

The strains increased progressively with increase
in the nu¡nber of load applications. Within the in-
termediate zone, for a given load, initially the
strain increased with a ¿lecreäsing rate. This trend
continued unless failure ensued. Then the strain
per cycle started to increase with increasing number
of load applications.

The effect of increasing frequency at the same
loacl appears to be significant (see Table 3 and
Figure 8). The lower frequency caused greater
change in diametral strain and, as the frequency of
load applícatíon incrêased, the change in strain
decreased unless sample failure ensued. In the
latter case, the change in strain increased with
increased frequency of loâd application.

Shal-e 13

Shale 13, classified A-7-6, contained 48 percent
clay-sized particlesi nont¡norillonite was the pre-
dominant mineral. Addition of even 1 percent lime
reduced the diametral straín significantly. Beyond
the I percent va1ue, there v¡ere no significant
changes either in the strain rnagnitude or in the
capacity of the shale to take greater stresses. The
effect of wet-dry cycles was significant on the raw
shale but not on the treated one. Vêry little
difference was noteõl in the defor¡nation characteris-
tics of the sanple åfter 15 wet-dry cycl-es. In-
creasing the anount of l-i¡ne and the number of
weathering cycles only made the sample more
brittle. There vras not much difference between the
dry and the humid sarnples from the point of view of
diametral straín; however, the dry sa¡np1es took
greater loads and a greater number of load applica-
tíons. During the early stages of vreathering,
values of ilia¡netral strain showed an increase as the
lirne treatment l-evel approached 6 percent.

Shale 15

Shale 15, classified A-L-b in its natural statê, is
associated with high bearing capacity and high
permeability. when it is ground up to pass the no.
l0 sieve¡ its granulâr structure is broken down and
the shale is converted to a ¡naterial of 1ow
strength. Onl-y vrhen the lime addition reached the 6
percent level did the shale show some measurable
strength, and even then the samples failed in the
40-1b load range. Àt 6 percent lime level, the
samples became more elastic with increasíng number
of wet-dry cycles in that they exhibited småller
diametrål strains for the same load.
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Figure L General relation between d¡ametral strain and increasing frequency
of load application,

Shale 21

Sha1e 21, classified A-6, contains 26 percent clay,
predominantly of montnorillonite-ilIite mixed-layer
¡ninerals. The samples that had not been subjected
to any wet-dry cycles exhibited measurable strength
only when the 1i¡ne addition exceeded 1 percent.
Then the sampl-es that contained â greater amount of
Iine took greater diametral straíns. Since there
had hardly been enough tine for shale-l-i¡ne reaction
products to forn, the strength gain could only be
attributed to the flocculation of clay. The subse-
quent applicatíon of wet-dry cycles seemed to have
destroyed whatever bond formation took place and,
even after 50 wet-dry cycles, the samples did not
show any measurable strength.

Increasing amounts of li¡ne macle the shale
brittfer and the samples failed not only at snal-lêr
dia¡netral stråins but also at s¡naller loads. The
effect of wet-dry cycles on the raw shale was sig-
nificant: The shale became more brittle. However,
as the amount of lime increased, the effect of h'et-
dry cycles becane less sÍgnificant. At 6 percent
li¡ne, the sa¡nples exhibited increasíngly elastic be-
havior with increasing nurnber of wet-dry cycles in
that they showed gradually snaller dianetral strains
for the sa¡ne load.

Shale 24

Shale 24r classified A-4, contains 14 percent clay
and consists essentially of ilIite an¿l kaolinite
particles. It is bâsicatly not a li¡ne-reactive
shale. The fLocculation attributable to lime seened
to provide some plasticity in the initial stages,
but the effect was cornpletely lost when 30 vret-dry
cycles hacl been applied and the sample vras in the
humid state. Onl-y the untreated shale showed any
¡neasurable strength for 30 and 50 r.ret-dry cycles.

In thê inítial stages, the addition of li¡ne made
the dry sanpl-es more plastic. Later, however, the
strength characteristics inproved and the shale
gradually exhibited ¡nore elastic behavior.

X-Ray Dif fraction Analvsis

The diffraction patterns for the shales studied did
not indicate any significant changes with the wet-
dry cycles for the raw material (see Figure 9).
Patterns for the shale combinations that contained 2
percent line showed the presencé of little or no un-
reacted lime. Calcite peaks could be observed for
all wet-dry cycles in most cases. Peaks for both
the unreacted lime and calcite generally became more
pronounced for the mixes that contained 6 percent
lime. The dry samples indicated the presence of
more unreacted line than did the hunid sampJ-es; they
also showed stronger calcite peaks, $¡hich suggests
the presence of a greater anount of calciun carbon-
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Figure 9. Selected X-Ìay diffract¡on patterns for shale 13 and its lime
æmbinations.

2.5 3 4 5 6 8 t020

d-Spacing, Angstroms

ate. In general, thè cliffraction patterns suggested
a reaction between lime and kaolinite, sorne reaction
between lime and illite' but a very limited reaction
between li¡ne ancl mont¡norillonite.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The addition of lime to shale causes flocculation of
clay particles. The strength of the soil-Iine
matrix depends on the nhouse-of-cards' structure of
clays and friction between various particle edges
and surfaces. Castro and Christian (-?9.) found that
the structure of clay is not signÍficantly affected
by the action of applied cyclic loading. In the
presence of moisture' the shaLe-line reactions would
proceed with tine and various reaction products
would be formed. The strength of the matrix would
now be affected by these reactíon products as we11.
The repeate¿l introduction and removal of moisture
cause destruction of the bonds between the par-
ticles. Hunidification of the satnple introduces
moisture in the shale-lime system, and now the
strength of the sanple depends not only on the bonds
between the particles änd the strength of these
bonds but also on the porosity of the matrix and the
¡noisture-í¡nbibing charactêristics of the shale-lime
nass.

Sha1es l-5 and 24 each contain only 14 percent
clay-sized particlest their initially porous struc-
ture seems to become nore porous with the applica-
tion of wet-dry cycles and with the addÍtion of
Iirne. Even a smal-l amount of noisture resulting
from humidífication seens to provide a layer of
water thick enough to bring about the failure of the
sanple at a small 1oad. The sample that contained 6
percent lime, however, wäs able to carry a greater
load while showing nonplastic charactèristics. The
X-ray diffraction patterns for this sanple indicated
the presence of many shale-1ime rêaction products¡
especially the tobernorite gel; thus, the strength
of the sample is attributable to bond formation by
the gel. This strength is still too 1itt1e and,
when the sample was subjectecl to humidification, it
showed so¡ne, but not nuch, resistance to stress.

The strength of the ravr shale samples is ob-
viously attributable to their less porous struc-
turê. The same reasoning seems to hold for the
strength of the samples of shal,es 13 and 2t that
contained J, or 2 percent li¡ne. The differences be-
tween shales 13 and 21 are caused by the difference
in their clay contents: Shale 13 has 48 percent
clay r.¡hereas shale 21 has only 25 percent.

Shrinkage, or reductión in volume, i.¡as signifi-
cant in shales 13 and 21, which have higher percent-
ages of clay. In spite of the re¿luced load-carrying
area caused by cracking, these shales were capabte
of withstanding the total range of loails and load
applications. In the Iime-treated shales, hovrever,
on drying the existing house-of-cards structure pre-
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vents the particles frorn coming close together.
Thus' the shale-lime rnatrix renains porous and ex-
hibits lower strength. ln addition, the presence of
s¡nall amounts of unreacted 1i¡ne and calcite par-
ticles provides additional- areas of discontinuity
from which cracks may initiate or propagate without
requiring much energy. This may explain why sone
sanples that contain high percentages of 1i¡ne ex-
hibited lower strengths for the same wet-dry-cycle
treatnent. The porous structure of lime-stabilized
shaÌes¡ however, inhibits the effects of wet-clry
cycles and thus provides a nore desirable ¡naterial.

Beyond the initial stage, the chemical reactions
between shale and Iime are dependent on tine and
temperature parameters. Because of the great.er
surface area available for shãIe-lime reaction,
nontnorillonite in clay should provide early
strength developnent, and this inileed is the case.
Sanples of lime-treated shale 13 are generally
capable of withstanding greater loads and number of
load applications than the sanples of 1i¡ne-treated
shale 2L. In this case, shale 2L is, ún turn,
better than Iime-treated shale 24. Thus, from the
present study, it can be concludeél that Lime
stabilization seems to be rnore effective with the
shale that contains â higher percentage of clay and
the shale that has a greater montmorillonitic clay
content. It must be pointed out that this observa-
tion is based on the study of only four shales that
varied wideJ-y in character.

Addition of lime was largely ineffective in
stabilizing shale 15. For shales 13, 2I, and 24,
addition of even 1 percent 1i¡ne was sufficient to
alter their plastíc nature into bri.ttle behavior.
Addition of 2 percent lime made these shales
nonplastic, but until this percêntâge was reached a
great portion of the line seems to have reacted with
the shale, since X-ray patterns indicated the
presênce of little or no unreacted line. At the 6
percent lime treatnent 1evel, the strength and
plasticity characteristics are not significantly
different fron the sane characteristics at the 4
percent lime treatrnent level for these three
shales. However, the X-ray diffraction patterns for
these shaLes and mixes with 6 percent lime subjected
to 50 wet-dry cycles showed strong calcite and li¡ne
peaks. This in¿licated not only that nuch nore time
was requirecl for the Iine to react with the shale
but also that some of the Ii¡ne ¡nust be erasted as
cal-cium carbonate¡ which imparts but 1iltle strength
to the shale-li¡ne nix. Thus, for highway
construction purposes (the focus of this study), the
optinum amount of li¡ne seens to be between 2 and 6
percent and the exact anount to depend on the
content and the type of clay in the shale selected
for stabilization.

CONCLUSTONS

1. In split tension tests, where loads are in-
creased in discrete nagnÍtudes and not in a contin-
uous manner, diametral strain is a very goocl crite-
rion by which to deter¡nine failure zones. Once the
fail-ure zones are identifiecl, limiting stresses can
be computed and used to evaluate the strength char-
âcteristics of different shales.

2. The presence of unreacted line in the shalç-
line mix tends to cause brittleness. Sanples ex-
hibit increasingly elastic behavior as the amount of
unreacted lime decreases.

3. Aftêr 50 wet-dry cycles, in all shales nuch
of the lime is used for the shale-lime reaction at
the 2 percent li¡ne level. However, at the 6 percent
lime level, the lime is onì-y partíaLly used and
X-ray cliffraction patterns reveal the presence of
unreâcted lime and calcite.
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4. Humidification of sarnples câuses loss of
strength. Thus, the dry sa¡nples withstand greater
Ioacls and a greater number of load applications Èhan
the moist samples. The effect of hu¡nidification on
loss of strength was greatest for shale 15 and its
1i¡ne mixes. This effect decreased with shale 24,
shale 21, and shale 13, in that order, which shows
the effect of increasing clay contents in soils.

5. the destructive effect of ldet-dry cycles is
greater on untreated shales than on lime-treated
shales. The greater the percentage of line in the
shale-lime mix' the less is the effect of the wet-
ilry cycles on the mix.

6. lileathering of untreated shale and the adcli-
tion of lime to it both reduce the plastic char-
acteristics of shale and introcluce brittleness to it.

7. The addition of li¡ne signÍficantly alters the
character of shale. However, the extent to which
the shale-line reaction proceeds under the simulated
conditions of wetting and drying ilepends on the
number of wet-ilry cycles.
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